We explored the interplay of heterogeneous Cx43 expression and ephaptic coupling on cardiac conduction. The presence of ephaptic coupling leads to alternating conduction, instability of planar fronts and SAP. Ephaptic coupling can either prevent or promote CB depending on Cx43KO content. 
Introduction
Cardiac cells communicate electrically to coordinate the muscular contraction of the heart to pump blood. Gap junctions are low-resistance pathways that mediate the electrical impulses between myocytes. Gap junctional coupling is one of the key factors that guarantees the velocity and reliability of cardiac conduction (Shaw and Rudy, 1997; Vaidya et al., 2001; Beauchamp et al., 2004 Beauchamp et al., , 2012 .
Ventricular myocytes are connected electrically through gap junction channels formed mainly by connexin 43 (Cx43) and, to a smaller extent, Cx45 (Davis et al., 1995) . Growing experimental and theoretical evidence suggests that heterogeneity of Cx43 can lead to altered patterns of conduction, re-entrant arrhythmias and sudden death (Danik et al., 2004; Gutstein et al., 2001; Jongsma and Wilders, 2000; Kanno and Saffitz, 2001; Prudat and Kucera, 2014) . For example, in Danik et al. (2004) , authors investigated susceptibility to arrhythmias in a genetically engineered murine model to express progressively decreasing levels of Cx43. Lethal tachyarrhythmias were initiated if cardiac Cx43 abundance was decreased in a heterogeneous fashion to 18% of the control level. In Gutstein et al. (2001) , authors designed a murine model of heterogeneous gap junction channel expression, which results in conduction defects as well as markedly depressed contractile function. Additionally, in Prudat and Kucera (2014) , authors showed that velocity and stability of conduction behave in a nonlinear manner when cardiomyocytes expressing different amounts of Cx43 are combined. In particular, conduction became very heterogeneous and was susceptible to block in the co- culturing of Cx43 knockout (Cx43KO) and wild type (WT) cells, while block was never observed in monogenotypic preparations.
It is widely accepted that gap junctional coupling is the primary mechanism responsible for electrical communication between cardiac cells (Rohr, 2004) . However, recent experimental observation has raised the question of whether conduction can be sustained in the absence of gap junctions (Danik et al., 2004; Yao et al., 2003) . For instance, in Yao et al. (2003) , intercellular conductance measured by dual whole cell voltage clamp in pairs of adult rat ventricular myocytes with genetic Cx43 ablation was dramatically reduced from 588 nS to 10 nS. However, impulse propagation was reduced by only 50% in tissue composed of the same cells.
One possible explanation of this intriguing observation is ephaptic coupling, first proposed in Sperelakis and Mann (1977) and further elaborated in Sperelakis and McConnell (2002) . In it, neighboring cells are electrically coupled through a narrow cleft space that is resistively connected to the extracellular space. It is further assumed that Na þ channels are preferentially localized to the cleft space, as shown by experiments in Cohen (1996) , Maier et al. (2002) , Kucera et al. (2002) , and Sperelakis and McConnell (2002) . When an action potential reaches one cell, the Na þ current flows into the cell from extracellular bath via the cleft, and the potential in the cleft space drops. Once the cleft potential becomes sufficiently negative, it depolarizes the membrane of the adjacent cell to the threshold, and that cell then produces an action potential. Several theoretical studies investigated the possible role of ephaptic coupling in cardiac signal propagation (Kucera et al., 2002; Mori et al., 2008; Veeraraghavan et al., 2014b; Hand and Peskin, 2010; Copene and Keener, 2008) . In Kucera et al. (2002) and Hand and Peskin (2010) , the authors assessed the hypothesis that conduction could be modulated by the preferential localization of Na þ channels in the cleft space, which causes a large negative potential in the cleft and influences conduction in two opposite ways, depending on the strength of gap junctional coupling. In particular, for normal and moderately reduced gap junctional coupling, localization of Na þ channels to the cleft space forces Na þ current to go through the large resistance between cleft and extracellular space, which slowed down the conduction. In contrast, for greatly reduced gap junctional coupling, the negative cleft potential induced by Na þ current in the prejunctional membrane leads to a suprathreshold depolarization of the postjunctional membrane, which facilitated and accelerated conduction. In Mori et al. (2008) , the authors identified a mode of conduction in which the ephaptic and gap-junction-mediated mechanisms alternate. Authors of Copene and Keener (2008) explored the feasibility of ephaptic mechanism in the absence of gap junctions, which is highly parameter dependent. Decreased and heterogeneous expression of Cx43 are common features in animal heart failure models (Wang and Gerdes, 1999; Huang et al., 1999; Yoshida et al., 2011) . Emerging evidence suggests a more active role for ephaptic coupling in mediating intercellular electrical communication when gap junctions are reduced in a homogeneous manner (Yao et al., 2003; Kucera et al., 2002; Hand and Peskin, 2010; Lin and Keener, 2014) . However, the interplay between heterogeneous Cx43 expression and ephaptic coupling on cardiac conduction has not been investigated yet. In this paper, we aim to explore the effects of ephaptic coupling on cardiac impulse propagation via numerical simulations when Cx43 expression is reduced and heterogeneous.
Materials and methods

Mathematical model
Bidomain model with ephaptic coupling
A two dimensional (2D) bidomain model (Fig. 1A ) of electrical conduction was modified to incorporate ephaptic coupling (Hand and Peskin, 2010; Copene and Keener, 2008) , which relies on the presence of a junctional cleft space between the ends of adjacent cells. Each cell is assumed to be cylindrical in shape with radius r and length L. . Note that Fig. 1A shows the lattice view of the model, whereas Fig. 1B shows the connection between lattices. In particular, Fig. 1B shows a circuit diagram for two adjacent cells that are ephaptically coupled through a common cleft space in the presence of end-to-end gap junctions (GJ end ), side-to-side gap junctions (GJ side ) and resistive connections between extracellular spaces (R ee ) are not shown here. Cleft space was modelled as a single narrow compartment with resistive connections (R c ) to the extracellular space; resistive connections between extracellular space and the extracellular-cleft space are denoted by R ec . Intracellular and extracellular spaces of each cell are separated by the cell side membrane; intracellular and cleft spaces are separated by the cell end membrane. Both side and end membranes allow the free flow of ionic and capacitive currents. Ephaptic coupling is maintained by the active end membranes that are connected by a shared cleft potential. In order to save on computational cost, we treated intracellular and extracellular spaces of each cell to be isopotential.
As can be seen from Fig. 1 , four different compartments, namely intracellular, extracellular, cleft, and extracellular-cleft spaces, were modelled separately. Current conservation in each compartment provides the following equations, with parameters listed in Table 1 denote the extracellular potentials of cells ði À1; jÞ and ði þ 1; jÞ, respectively; R ee represents the resistance between extracellular spaces in the x direction (see Fig. 1A ). Note that for j¼1, term ; 1r i rM, 1rj r N À 1Þ:
where R c represents the resistance between cleft and extracellular space.
Modeling Cx43 expression
Since we aim to study the effect of distribution pattern of Cx43KO and WT cells on conduction features in the presence of ephaptic coupling, we followed Prudat and Kucera (2014) to model heterogeneous Cx43 expression, where genotypes of cells were allocated stochastically according to the predefined Cx43KO content (p). In other words, under each p, we stochastically assigned cell genotypes to be Cx43KO or WT. Here, p ¼0 implies that the Cx43KO content is 0%, i.e. all cells are WT. In contrast, p ¼1 implies that Cx43KO content is 100%, i.e. all cells are knockout.
Conductance of gap junctions was set proportionally to the area of contacts between adjacent cells using proportionality constants g end and g side (Table 1) for end-to-end and side-to-side contacts, respectively. For connections between WT cells, g end and g side were scaled by a factor k WT (Table 1) . For connections between Cx43KO cells, g end and g side were scaled by a factor k Cx43KO (Table 1 ). The value of k Cx43KO (Table 1 ) was chosen to keep the longitudinal conduction velocity (CV L ) in the absence of ephaptic coupling (which can be modelled by a sufficiently large cleft width) the same as CV L for Cx43KO strands reported in Prudat and Kucera (2014) , where ephaptic coupling was not considered.
As reported in previous studies, the residual low connexin expressions between Cx43KO and WT cells are mediated by Cx43/ Cx45 (Beauchamp et al., 2012; McCain et al., 2012) . For connections between WT and Cx43KO cells, g end and g side were also scaled by the factor k Cx43KO based on the assumption that the coupling between cells is essentially determined by the cell expressing the least amount of connexins (Beauchamp et al., 2012) . In Beauchamp et al. (2012) , the authors experimentally measures the intercellular conductance between pairs of ventricular myocytes with different Cx43 expression. They found that ablation of Cx43 in one cell of a pair caused a marked decrease in mean intercellular conductance, from 68.3 79.6 nS to 5.2 71.7 nS.
Membrane currents
The excitable dynamics of normal cardiac tissue was described by Luo-Rudy dynamic guinea pig ventricular model 2007 (LRd 2007) (Livshitz and Rudy, 2007) . Two different distributions were used for Na þ channels: (1) uniform distribution, in which Na þ channels are evenly distributed along the cell membrane; (2) localized distribution, in which all Na þ channels are localized to the cleft spaces at the two cell ends, while the total conductance of Na þ channels is fixed to its normal value. In this study, Na þ channels are assumed to be localized to the cleft, unless indicated otherwise. The other ionic channels of LRd 2007 model are uniformly distributed along the cell membrane.
Numerical simulation
Simulations were run in a lattice consisting of M Â N cells (Fig. 1A) , where M ¼ 2; 3; 6; 10; and 16, and N ¼ 75. Initially, all potentials and gating variables were held at resting states. Conduction was initiated by applying 0.5 ms excitatory current pulses of amplitude 0.15 μA into all cells at the left hand side of the lattice.
The resulting model consists of a large number of differential algebraic equations. We used a splitting method by updating the potential and gating variables of ion channels separately to solve the system. When updating the potential, gating variables are fixed; the linear parts of the system (linear in potential) were treated using backward Euler method; the ionic currents and dynamics were linearized and treated using backward Euler method afterwards. The system was solved via a direct method (backslash operator in Matlab).
We defined the wavefront of a normal travelling action potential as the spatial location where the side transmembrane potential (ϕ) crosses À 30 mV with ∂ϕ ∂t 4 0. This value was set to distinguish small amplitude action potential (SAP) (Section 3.2.3) from normal action potential, since SAP does not reach À30 mV. Activation was monitored by identifying the earliest activation time (EAT) at every column of the M Â N lattice (Fig. 1A) . CV L was computed by linear regression of EAT over 20-80% of lattice length to exclude the boundary effect. Conduction block (CB) was defined as the failure of wavefront to reach the right hand side of the lattice.
Results
The effect of ephaptic coupling on cardiac conduction
To explore the effects of ephaptic coupling on impulse propagation, we identified several possible values of cleft width (d cleft ), from 2 nm to 115 nm (see Table 1 ). Note that smaller d cleft corresponds to larger R c , which therefore implies stronger ephaptic coupling.
In Fig. 2A and B, CV L is plotted as a function of d cleft for p ¼1 (A, Cx43KO cells) and p ¼0 (B, WT cells), respectively. As observed, Fig. 2A displays a biphasic behavior of CV L : with increasing d cleft , CV L exhibits a marked increase to 13:1 cm=s (at d cleft ¼ 8 nm) followed by a decrease to 2:5 cm=s with further cleft widening. In contrast, when gap junctional coupling is strong, CV L shows a monotone increase as d cleft increases (see Fig. 2B ). Note that in Fig. 2 , the most notable differences in qualitative behaviors of CV L are seen for d cleft o 20 nm.
To further investigate the effects of ephatic coupling on conduction, we chose d cleft ¼ 2 nm; 3:5 nm; 8 nm; 8:5 nm, and 115 nm as the representative values in our numerical simulations.
Conduction features when Cx43KO content is 100% (p ¼1)
To further explore spatiotemporal excitation patterns that occur in the near absence of gap junctions, we performed numerical simulations in lattices consisting of 100% Cx43KO cells. The following three novel conduction features were observed in the presence of ephaptic coupling: alternating conduction In contrast, the instability of planar fronts can only be observed in a 2D simulation. Fig. 3 shows EAT as a function of N for d cleft ¼ 8:5 nm (A), 8.6 nm (B), 8.7 nm (C), 8.9 nm (D), which demonstrates the presence of periodic transitions between fast and slow conduction under severely reduced gap junctions. For instance, at d cleft ¼ 8:9 nm, action potential propagates fast between columns N and N þ 1 when N is even, but slowly between columns N and N þ 1 when N is odd. Note that for 9 nm rd cleft r 9:6 nm, the EAT pattern is the same as that for d cleft ¼ 8:9 nm. ) seen when d cleft ¼ 10 nm, at which the conduction can be attributed to the residual gap junctional coupling. Alternating conduction shown in Fig. 3 thus lies in an intermediate regime, in which the two aforementioned mechanisms play an equal role, but spatially alternate in being the dominant mode of conduction. Alternating conduction was reported in Mori et al. (2008) , where the authors only demonstrated the pattern similar to the one shown in Fig. 3D . However, patterns seen in Fig. 3A -C have never been reported previously. Fig. 4C . However, in Fig. 4A (d cleft ¼ 5 nm) , cells are more tightly connected, which gives rise to stronger ephaptic coupling, and therefore, only one upstroke is seen on ϕ ic traces.
Alternating conduction
We point out that the differences in upstroke timing in the ϕ ic traces of Fig. 4 traces). The upstroke timing differences here should thus not be confused with the junctional and intracellular delays discussed in Rohr et al. (1998) and Shaw and Rudy (1997) , where ephaptic coupling were not considered. . In order to make the wavefront easier to observe, we rotated the figures by 1801. As indicated in Fig. 5 , there is an irregular change in the shape of the wavefront (denoted by black arrows), which proceeds in a zigzag fashion. Such wavefronts propagate to neighboring cells in a spatially heterogeneous manner, rather than evenly along the lattice.
Instability of planar fronts
This zigzag wavefront pattern is a result of instability of the planar fronts, reminiscent of stability of front solutions studies in Mori and Matano (2016) . Inevitable numerical deviations from the planar front, which will decay and remain small in case of a stable planar front, and grows when the planar front is unstable. Such numerical deviations, in biophysical terms, correspond to external noise; the planar front thus destabilizes in the presence of noise.
We speculate that the instability also results from the presence of two modes of conduction, the ephaptic and the gap junction mediated. Unlike alternating conduction (Section 3.2.1) in which the mode of conduction depends only on the y-coordinate (Fig. 1A) , here, the mode of conduction depends on the x-direction as well. A checkerboard pattern of ephaptic and gap junction mediated alternation gives rise to the instability of planar fronts. Fig. 6 demonstrates a novel type of action potential propagation at d cleft ¼ 3:5 nm, which has a much lower potential amplitude than the normal conduction, with the maximum value of ϕ ¼ À40 mV. Note that propagation patterns depend highly on the values of d cleft . For instance, SAP occurs for 3:5 nmrd cleft r 3:7 nm, while CB occurs for 3:2 nmrd cleft r 3:4 nm. For 3:8 nmr d cleft r 5 nm, one observes a wave that has characteristics in between normal conduction and SAP (see Fig. 7 ), reminiscent of stacked fronts observed in Iida et al. (2011) . Finally, for 2 nm r d cleft r 3:1 nm and d cleft 4 5 nm, normal conduction is seen. However, when 2 nmr d cleft r 3:1 nm, conduction is extremely slow with CV L ¼ 0:7 cm=s. At d cleft ¼ 3:5 nm, R c is very high. In this case, the cleft potential drops low enough to excite the end membrane. However, the resulting inward Na þ current is not sufficient to fully activate the side membrane, and therefore SAP occurs. In other words, when SAP occurs, Na þ channels residing on the end membrane are fully activated, as indicated by the activation gating variable (m end ) of Na þ channels that resides on the end membrane of cell (3, 25) (Fig. 8A) . Nevertheless, the side membrane is not fully excited, as indicated by ϕ profile of that cell (Fig. 8B) . SAP may thus be seen as a cardiac propagation jumping from cleft to cleft. When SAP occurs, L-type Ca 2 þ channels are not fully activated. Fig. 9A Fig. 9B . In other words, the steep depolarization of side membrane results from Na þ current, whereas the shallow depolarization results from L-type Ca 2 þ current (Fig. 9C ). An intermediate wave thus occurs.
Small amplitude action potentials (SAP)
Conduction block (CB) in mixed genotype lattices
In this section, we aim to investigate the possible impacts of interplay between heterogeneous Cx43 expression and ephaptic coupling on cardiac propagation, specially looking at the occurrence of CB. We performed numerical simulations in an M Â N lattice with a random distribution of WT and Cx43 cells according to the predefined Cx43KO content (0 rp r1), while incorporating different values of d cleft . As stated in Section 2.2, M ¼ 2; 3; 6; 10 and 16, N ¼ 75.
For each lattice, numerical simulations were implemented 100 iterations for every p, d cleft and Na þ channel distribution, thus taking into account different realizations of cellular architecture.
3.3.1. Ephaptic coupling can suppress CB when p Z 0:7 Tables 2 and 3 show the number of CB observed for different p and d cleft in 2 Â 75 and 3 Â 75 lattices, respectively. Note that there is no CB for monogenotypic preparations (p ¼ 0 or 1). However, co-culturing of Cx43KO and WT cells results in increased probabilities of CB, especially for 0:2 r p r 0:6. This is consistent with the results of Prudat and Kucera (2014) , where CB was studied without ephaptic coupling (corresponding to d cleft ¼ 115 nm in our simulations). Tables 2 and 3 indicate that the proportion of CB in the above range is independent of the value of d cleft and thus of ephaptic coupling.
The number of CB in Tables 2 and 3 , however, shows a dependency on d cleft when 0:7 r p r 0:9. The proportion of CB for d cleft ¼ 8 nm is lower than that for d cleft ¼ 115 nm. Indeed, in Table 2 , for 0:7 r p r 0:8, the differences in the number of CB at d cleft ¼ 8 nm and d cleft ¼ 115 nm are statistically significant according to two-proportion z-test (z ¼3.6 and 2.5, respectively). For p ¼0.9, statistically significant difference (z ¼2.3) can be detected if more than 800 numerical experiments are performed (data is not shown in Table 2 ). In Table 3 , for p ¼0.7, we observed statistically significant difference (z ¼3.3) in the occurrence of CB between d cleft ¼ 8 nm and 115 nm. At p¼ 0.8, statistically significant difference (z¼ 4.8) can be observed when the number of numerical experiments is increased to 400 (data is not shown in Table 3 ). Recall that the maximum CV L was achieved at d cleft ¼ 8 nm (see Fig. 2A ) in the near absence of gap junctional coupling; and at d cleft ¼ 115 nm, propagation is mainly supported by gap junctional coupling (see Section 3.1). When 0:7 r p r0:9, ephaptic coupling can thus reduce the number of CB, which points to an advantage of ephaptic coupling.
Recall from Section 3.2.3 that SAP occurs at d cleft ¼ 3:5 nm when p ¼ 1. At p ¼0.9 and d cleft ¼ 3:5 nm in Tables 2 and 3 , SAP is seen when there is no CB. Tables 4-6 show the number of CB for different p and d cleft in 6 Â 75, 10 Â 75 and 16 Â 75 lattices, respectively. Note that CB was never observed in monogenotypic preparations (p ¼ 0 or 1). Nevertheless, similar to simulations discussed in the previous section, conduction is susceptible to CB in preparations with mixed WT and Cx43KO cells, especially for 0:4 r p r 0:6. This is seen for all ephaptic coupling strengths and lattice widths.
It can be seen from Tables 2-6 that the number of CB generally decreases as the lattice becomes wider. This is most likely because the presence of a larger number of alternative pathways for propagation in wider lattices permits the wavefront to bypass sites of low excitability. Exceptions to this rule are seen when p¼ 0.9, d cleft ¼ 2 nm and 3.5 nm. When d cleft ¼ 2 nm, the number of CB increases in wider lattices. When d cleft ¼ 3:5 nm, the number of CB displays an irregular dependency on the width of the lattice. The mechanism behind the phenomena is still unclear, but the unexplained variations are statistically significant. The alleviatory effect of ephaptic coupling on CB in narrower lattices shown in Tables 2 and 3 (discussed in the previous section) is also present in wider lattices (Tables 4-6, 0:7 r p r0:9). The magnitude of this effect seems to be smaller, however.
A new feature observed in wider lattices but not seen in narrower lattices is that the number of CB shows a dependency on d cleft when 0:4 r p r 0:6. As seen in Tables 4-6 the proportion of CB is lower at d cleft ¼ 115 nm than at smaller d cleft . This implies that ephaptic coupling does not prevent, but rather, facilitates CB in this parameter range. Indeed, in Table 6 , for 0:4 rp r0:6, the differences in the number of CB at d cleft ¼ 115 nm and smaller d cleft are statistically significant according to the two-proportion z-test. Additionally, in Table 5 , when 0:4 r p r 0:6, the statistically significant differences in the occurrence of CB between d cleft ¼ 115 nm and d cleft ¼ 8 nm or 8.5 nm can be detected if 400 numerical experiments are performed (data is not shown in Table 5 ). In Table 4 , for p ¼0.6, a statistically significant difference between d cleft ¼ 115 nm and 8 nm can be seen if the number of numerical experiments is increased to 400 (data is not shown in Table 4 ). Ephaptic coupling can thus increase the possibility of CB in the cocultures, which points to a disadvantage of ephaptic coupling. We see that this effect is more pronounced in wider lattices.
When p¼ 0.9, SAP still occurs at d cleft ¼ 3:5 nm in Tables 4 and 5 , but the number of occurrences of CB is 2 and 1, respectively.
We have checked that the effect of suppressing (Section 3.3.1) or promoting CB (Section 3.3.2) is only seen when Na þ channels are localized to the cleft; indeed, when Na þ channel is uniformly distributed, the number of CB is independent of d cleft values and is almost the same as the numbers in Tables 2-6 for d cleft ¼ 115 nm (data is not shown). This implies that ephaptic coupling does not modulate CB when Na þ channel distribution is uniform.
Mechanisms behind the increased proportions of CB
As demonstrated in Section 3.3, a smaller d cleft can either prevent or promote CB depending on parameter range. In wider lattices, CB is more frequent in the presence of ephaptic coupling when 0:4 r p r 0:6.
We now explore the mechanism behind this observation by using a representative example of 6 Â 75 lattice at p¼0.6. A similar analysis can be performed in other cases as well. In Figs. 10-13, EAT is plotted at different iterations (i ¼ 9; 20; 35; 50; respectively). In Figs. 10, 11, 12 and 13A, d cleft ¼ 2 nm; 3:5 nm; 8 nm and 8.5 nm, respectively. In Figs. 10, 11, 12 and 13B, d cleft ¼ 115 nm. In each figure, panels A and B have the same distribution of Cx43 expression. We plotted EAT for instances in which CB is seen in the presence of ephaptic coupling (d cleft ¼ 2 nm; 3:5 nm; 8 nm; 8:5 nm) but not in its absence (d cleft ¼ 115 nm). At the location where CB is observed (denoted by EAT ¼ 0) when ephaptic coupling is present (solid box in panel A), there is always a plateau phase of EAT when ephaptic coupling is absent (solid box in panel B). Similarly, when there is a gap in EAT in the presence of ephaptic coupling (dashed box in panel A), a plateau phase in the EAT is seen in its absence (dashed box in panel B). This implies the presence of relatively large cell clusters that are excited almost simultaneously when ephaptic coupling is absent, but are difficult or impossible to excite when ephaptic coupling is present.
In light of the foregoing, we may describe the mechanism as follows. For 0:4 rp r 0:6, Cx43KO and WT cells are mixed in roughly equal proportion. The random distribution of cell genotypes results in local clusters of WT cells coupled through normal levels of gap junctions, which form electric loads that may substantially impair the conduction. When an action potential propagates into such cell clusters, the electric loads can lead to delayed activation or even CB if the activating current is not sufficiently strong.
In the presence of ephaptic coupling (at smaller d cleft ), R c is high, and the cleft potential may drop low enough to excite the end membrane of cell downstream, but the resulting inward current may not be sufficient to excite the entire cell. The high resistance creates a bottleneck that limits the amount of current into the cleft space and across the end membrane of neighboring cell. Ephaptic coupling may thus lead to a decrease in activating current for cells downstream, which together with the increased load discussed above (when 0:4 r p r 0:6), may result in a prominent current-to-load mismatch.
Conclusions and discussions
In this paper, we explored the interplay between reduced heterogeneous Cx43 expression and ephaptic coupling on cardiac action potential propagation. Under severely reduced Cx43 expression, we identified three new phenomena in the presence of ephaptic coupling: alternating conduction, in which ephaptic and gap junction-mediated mechanisms alternate; instability of planar fronts; and SAP which has a smaller potential amplitude than the normal action potential. We then examined the effects of heterogeneous Cx43 expression and ephaptic coupling on CB using a 2D cell lattice as our model system. We found that ephaptic coupling can either prevent or promote CB depending on the Cx43KO content. When Cx43KO content is relatively high (0:7 rp r0:9), ephaptic coupling reduces the possibilities of CB, an effect that is greater in narrower lattices. In wider lattices, ephaptic coupling promotes CB when the Cx43KO content 0:4 rp r 0:6. This increase in the probabilities of CB can be attributed to an increase in current-to-load mismatch.
We demonstrated the biphasic behavior of CV L as a function of d cleft when Cx43KO content is 100% (Section 3.1). This nonmonotonicity of CV L qualitatively agrees with previously published results shown in Kucera et al. (2002) and Hand and Peskin (2010) . In Kucera et al. (2002) , the maximal CV L (15 cm=s) under 1% of normal gap junction is achieved at d cleft ¼ 40 nm. In Hand and Peskin (2010) , the maximal CV L (20 cm=s) is obtained at d cleft ¼ 11 nm under 1% of normal gap junction expression. Although the optimal d cleft values are quantitatively different from ours, the qualitative behavior of CV L is similar. This is the first study to examine the interaction between heterogeneous Cx43 expression and ephaptic coupling on the occurrence of CB (Section 3.3). CB, especially unidirectional CB (UCB) has been considered a substrate for fatal reentrant arrhythmias and sudden cardiac death (Waldo and Wit, 1993) . Therefore, over the last decades, CB or UCB has become the major focus of research. We reported that ephaptic mechanism can lower the possibilities of CB when Cx43KO content p Z 0:7, which implies an anti-arrhythmic role of ephaptic coupling when gap junctions are reduced. This finding is consistent with the result shown in Fig. 2A of Section 3.1 and earlier numerical (Mori et al., 2008; Hand and Peskin, 2010; Lin and Keener, 2014) and experimental results (Yao et al., 2003; Veeraraghavan et al., 2012) , which suggested that ephaptic coupling can increase conduction speed when gap junction expression is low. On the other hand, we showed that ephaptic coupling can increase the proportion of CB when Cx43KO content 0:4 r p r 0:6, which points to a disadvantageous role of ephaptic coupling in this context. This finding is also consistent with the result shown in Fig. 2B of Section 3.1, which suggests that ephaptic coupling can reduce conduction velocity when gap junctional coupling is sufficiently high. It is notable that similar results have been reported elsewhere in Kucera et al. (2002) , Mori et al. (2008) , Hand and Peskin (2010) , and Lin and Keener (2014) . It is important to note, however, that previous papers (Yao et al., 2003; Mori et al., 2008; Hand and Peskin, 2010; Veeraraghavan et al., 2012; Lin and Keener, 2014) studied ephaptic coupling by examining its effect on conduction speed with a homogeneous change in gap junctional conductance. Our study focused on the reliability of cardiac signal propagation by studying CB in the presence of heterogeneous Cx43 expression.
Finally, we mention that all the effects of ephaptic coupling mentioned in our findings (results in Section 3) are shown to be highly dependent on the localized Na þ channels, which are consistent with the experimental and numerical results in Cohen (1996) , Maier et al. (2002) , Kucera et al. (2002) , Sperelakis and McConnell (2002) , Hand and Peskin (2010) , Veeraraghavan et al. (2014a) , and Lin and Keener (2014) .
In this paper, we adopted a simplified geometry, cell discretization (each cell is treated to be isopotential) and arrangement of cells. We believe that using realistic cell shape or delicate cell arrangement (Prudat and Kucera, 2014; Lin and Keener, 2014) will not qualitatively change our conclusions, but may lead to new phenomena. Although we identified some important features of conduction, alternating conduction, instability of planar fronts and SAP, the detailed mechanism behind these phenomena are still unclear. A future study with simplified models may allow us to obtain better understanding. Finally, we mention that the role of Cx43 may not be restricted to electrical conduction, as suggested in Lübkemeier et al. (2013) . This is beyond the scope of our current paper, and is a subject for future study. 
